
ATTRAN is a carrier material for cultured cell sheets, in which the polylactic acid substrate 
surface is coated with a patented plant-derived material. It dissolves at around room tempera-
ture and has flexibility and hydrophilicity, as well as excellent properties in cell adhesion and 
detachment compared to conventional carrier materials.

This product is a laboratory device, not a medical device or medical instrument. Do not use on 
humans for any purpose, such as manufacturing, quality control, diagnosis, treatment, and re-
search.

The warranty period is one (1) year unopened after product shipment. We will send you a 
replacement if something goes wrong when you open the package.

1) Before opening, please make sure there are no scratches or holes on the aluminum bag (exterior).

2) Store at room temperature away from direct sunlight.

3) Use immediately after opening.

4) This product is gamma-ray sterilized.

5) The product cannot be used repeatedly.

1) Primary skin irritation tested

2) Cytotoxicity evaluated

3) Gamma-ray sterilized (sterility test confirmed)

4) Bacterial endotoxins test performed

 Release Notes

Precautions for Use

Warranty Period

Safety

Purposes
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Carrier material for cultured cell sheet

Japan Patent Number:  5320501
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Instruction manual
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“Collection and transport of cultured cell sheets” and “Transplant support device for studying 

inter-tissue interactions” using ATTRAN as a carrier



ATTRAN  Contact Information:

Laboratory of Cell Applied Technologies, Co., Ltd.
https://www.l-cat.co.jp/pages/2490021/page_201602191746

WAKENBTEC Co., Ltd.
https://www.wakenbtech.co.jp/product/maker/nikkan

AGC Techno Glass Co., Ltd.
http://iwaki.atgc.co.jp/div/catalog/ga5/a/p1.html

Nikkan Industries Co., Ltd. 
Ookayama 1-chome 35 22, Meguro-ku, Tokyo. Composite Material Sales Department 
TEL 03-3723-9856   ATTRAN@nikkan-ind.co.jp

NIkkan Industries-authorized distributors 

How to Use ATTRAN  

   Usage Procedure6

① Cultured cells become confluent and are sheeted in the culture dish.

② Remove the culture medium, wash the cultured cells with buffers such as PBS, 

　and remove the washings.

③ Add the cell sheet detachment medium and allow to stand in an incubator.

　*When using a temperature-responsive cell-detachable culture dish, 

　use the medium according to the instructions.

④ Allow ATTRAN to rest on the cell sheet when it is ready for detachment.

　*At this time, the trick is to scratch the cell sheet aroung the dish with forceps 

　for easy detachment.

　*When using a temperature-responsive cell-detachable culture dish, 

　gently place the ATTRAN as a carrier sheet according to the instructions.

⑤ After allowing to stand, soak the ATTRAN in the medium to adhere to the cell sheet.

　*It will take some time to become attached. Using a pipette, etc. 

　to soak the ATTRAN in the medium may improve its affinity with cell sheet quickly.

⑥ After allowing to stand, remove the medium used for detachment and wash with PBS

　 or the like to leave a small amount of washings. 

　*The trick is to leave the wasshings until ATTRAN swings when you shake the dish.

⑦ Detach the cell sheet from the periphery of the culture dish wall over 

　the entire circumference.

　*At this time, the trick is to detach the cell sheet on the wall neatly by folding 

　it slightly around the ATTRAN.

⑧ Gently remove the ATTRAN and cell sheet from the wall of the culture dish.

⑨ Flip “Cell sheet + ATTRAN” on the dish.

⑩ Transfer “Cell sheet + ATTRAN” to the target (graft) site or onto other cells.

⑪ Remove and recover only the ATTRAN.
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